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PROJECTIVE PURITIES 
Ladislav BICAN, Praha 
In this note we shall give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a protectively closed purity to be projective. 
Further, two dual criteria for the projectivity or the in-
jectivity of a purity a) are proved. Finally, one of the 
possible solutions of Problem 55 from 12] is given. 
Throughout this paper, A stands for an associative 
ring with unity and all the modules are assumed to be unitary 
A -modules. Concerning the terminology and notation, we re-
fer to [41 and [5] or [13• For the sake of simplicity we 
shall write E* t CB,A) instead of £*t^(B,A) . 
Further, if E : 0 — * A—> X—** B —** 0 is a short 
exact sequence then there is no danger of confusions in wri-
ting E e E ^ t C B , A ) . Recall that for a purity G> 
we denote o E*tCB,A) the subset of E* t CB,A) for-
med by all short exact sequences 0—-*A—i*X—**B—• 0 
with £ c £ ^ , Finally, a homomorihism x i P — > 3 
induces the homomorphism E# t CB, A) > E*t (P , A ) 
which we denote I* (see [3]). 
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Lemma 1. Let co be a protectively closed purity. Then 
(1) CD Ext CB,A) * HKe* f * 
where f ranges all over the f .• P *> B for all 
* « % , • 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
£f* : 0 
(2) 
with exact rows and p e 1ft . If E e co Ext (3, A ) ; 
then £ e <fi , co being triangular. Therefore E f* 
splits and coZxt C B , A ) £ A Ket, f* . Conversely, 
for £ f * » 0 let 6*': p — > y be a homomorphism with 
в-v Then ( 6'& )sr ** &'& £ m £ and the asser-
tion follows by the definition of the protectively closed pu-
rity. 
From (1) it immediately follows that to any pair A , B 
of modules there exists a subset. 2&Aft of fya such that 
(3) ù) E*t (B,À) - П Keл, f *• 
fí HmfP,») 
Lemma 2. Let A , B be two modules and let co be a 
protectively closed purity. Then tJĴ  contains a module 
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p' such that 
(4) <uExt (B ,A) • n Ke*f* . 
* # HwCP' , B) 
Proof. Putting P' = 2 P we get (4) , since 
_ U Hiym,^P,B) £ Hcmv(P',B) • Here P' e Tpa 
by (1.5) from Hi . 
Lemma 3 . Let A , B be two modules and l e t o> be a 
protectively closed purity. Then there exist P e Ifr^ 
and 'rj/ : P -* B such that 
(5) <y £ * t CB,AO - Ken, 7^* . 
Proof. Let P' e Iff & be a module satisfying (4). 
Now we put P m 2 P' , where P' » P' for any 
f« Mom.CP',B) * f 
f c Hewn- C P', B ) and we define the homomorphism 1]-' : 
j p — ^ B Q y the formula { q!. \ ^' » 2 (fy ) f 
* -f € HcntvCP^B) 
(this can be made since only a finite number of jfi' fs is 
non-zero). Let.. £ ; 0 — * * A -** X -̂  B *-» 0 be an 
exact sequence. Supposing £ tf* s 0 , we have the 
commutative diagram 
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£ U ' * . o »» A---*>A -i- P * » P •-. 0 
(6) 
with exact rows. Now for an arbitrary homomorphiam iF ; P'-
> B we conaider the following diagram 
(7) 
with exact row8 and ia,, -ft'! y « 4 a*, 0 * -• - 0, fft0,..*.} <p , 
where 41/ is on the f -th place. We have ia, jfi'J if sr -
and the right square of (7) commutes. Further, a, $ if m 
«sr {a-, Of if as 4 a,, 0,0, ... Icp • a £gp « a,* and the left square 
of (7) commutes. Since P e ^ (by (4.5) from I D ) , we 
have X&tvi* .&, C\ Kex.£*» <i)Bxt(B,/) s Ke*-<n'* and 
fe.-i<wt,0>;&> 
we are ready. 
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Lemma 4. Let A , B be two modulea and let o> be a 
protectively closed purity. Then there exiat P e 1Qa 
and an epimorphism <i£ j P — • B such that 
(8) a> Zxt (B , A) « K&c ^* 
Proof. Let P', *i be a module and a homomorphiam the 
existence of which was stated in the preceding lemma and let 
qg . f _.—>, 3 be an epimorphism of a free module F 
on B , Putting P r ?' + F and defining %: P — » B 
by the formula *<fi/, fcf^ -= Q!n%' + £17" . f ' e P ' , l ^ > 
we can apply the same method as in the proof of the preceding 
lemma for obtaining (8). 
Any couple C P , % ) aatiafying (8), where P € ^ 
and 7\ ; P • B is an epimorphism, we call the characte-
ristic couple of the pair A , B of modulea and we denote 
it ( P, ti ) A -B C PAB , ?2AB ) . It may happen that there ex-
ists a couple (V, ty) which ia characteristic of the pair 
A 9 B for all modulea A . In this case we say that 
C P , % ) is the characteristic couple of B 
Theorem 1. A protectively closed purity a> is projec-
tive if and only if any module has a characteriatic couple. 
Proof. Let the condition be satisfied and let B be an 
arbitrary module. If ( P, ^ ) is a characteriatic couple 
of B , then the exact sequence 0—*» A *V P ^ •*» B s* 0 
clearly belongs to o E.xt CB.,A ) . 
Conversely 1 if o> is projective and B a*- arbitrary 
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module, then there exists an exact sequence 
0 —p> X ~£*> P - ^ B —** 0 with ^ c ^ and 
P e # . We are going to ahow that (Vy ^ ) is the charac-
teristic couple of B , It clearly suffices to show that 
X«A,1£* £ & E#t C B ^ A ) for any module A . Let E : 
s 0 — ^ j^—-*.j[—.• 3 — > - fl ^e an exact sequence satis-
fying £*J,* * 0 and let p' c tpo be an arbitrary mo-
dule and £ ; p' .*- B an arbitrary homomorphism* From 
Eij* m 0 it follows the existence of <p : P—-*> Jf 
with <ptfr — <£ , Further, there exists a homomorphism 
y • p' > p with y ^ » f , since #- e ^ * 
Therefore CygO-jr* yij, *» f and E € 6> £ * * CB ,A ) • 
Lemma 5* Let tu be a protectively closed purity,, m, 
a cardinal and B an arbitrary module. Then there exists a 
couple (V , 1J,) , where P e ^ 0 and <£ : P *» B is 
an epimorphism such that 
(9) o Eixt CB,A ; » JC«*4£* for any A of power *£ /mu . 
Proof. Let. VI be the set of all pair-wise non-iso-
morphic modules of powers s£ *n, • By Lemma 4, to any 
A € *30t there exiata a characteriatlc couple 
( P' * V A * • Let ua put P - t P' and let us 
' * A* A c W ** 
define the homomorphism ^ ; P — > . B by the formula 
^ A B ^ U • ^ " ^ A » ̂ Aft # Now tne proof runs on the same lines 
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as that of Lemma 3 and we therefore omit it. 
Let us note that all the above results can be easily 
dualised for injectively closed purities. In £5) we have in-
troduced the notion of a basis (a ft -basis) of an injecti-
vely (protectively) closed purity. In the present paper, we 
shall deal with purities that are both protectively and in-
jectively closed. We shall therefore use the words infective 
(projective) basis for the basis of co considered as the 
injectively (projectively) closed purity. 
Theorem 2. Let co be a projectively closed purity. 
If co is injective with a set as an infective basis, then 
co is projective. 
Proof. By Theorem 15 from [53 there exists a module & 
which forms an injective basis for co . If the power of & 
is /m, y then let (P, ij ) be the couple the existence of 
which is guaranteed by Lemma 5* Thus we have an exact sequen-
ce 
(10) 0 —*• K — ^ P — ^ £ *» 0 
and we are going to show ^ e J$ ̂  # ^ induces the 
homomorphi8m <£* • EiXt ( B , &) * £ * * ( P , & ) 
the kernel of which i s o > £ x t ( B , & ) . Since & i s 
co - i n j e c t i v e , we have co E x i ( B , ft ) as 0 and 
w* i s a monomorphism. Furthermore, the sequence (10) i n -
duces the exact sequence 
H c m v ( P ? f t > i ^ H o m ( K , A ) » E x t ( B , « ) - ^ E x t <P,ft> . 
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Since *i* is a monomorphism, one easily gets that -i-* 
is an epimorphism. Hence -i e £ *. , since A is the 
infective basis of o and we are ready. 
The proof of the following theorem is dual and we the-
refore omit it. 
Theorem 3. Let <o be an injectively closed purity. 
If &> is projective with a set a projective basis, then 
O is infective. 
Now we are going to give one of the possible solutions 
of Problem 55 from £23, namely a characterization of 
Ex i C B , A , tm, ) . For a cardinal mv we denote by 
G>/m' the purity having the set of all pair-wise non-
isomorphic modules of powers -c e/n> as a projective basis. 
The corresponding class of monomorphisms we denote by $'m' 
(see £13,£43,t53). Instead of o"* %»t CB,A) we shall 
write £*t C3 , A , mv ) . By Theorem 4 from £53 the 
purity cc*m' is projective. Therefore Theorem 1 yields 
that to any module B there exists a characteristic oaup-
le C Tf % ) . We have therefore proved: 
Theorem 4* Let tm, be a cardinal. Then 
£ x t C 3 , A , / m * ) » Kc* %* , where tY%%) is a 
characteristic couple of 3 
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